ALFONSO MARINA SPRING 2020 COLLECTION
This spring Alfonso Marina introduces 20 new products. An eclectic mix of seating, tables, consoles and
cabinets, mostly inspired in 1940´s and 1950´s design trends.
In this Collection we will see more metal and geometric shapes giving a more contemporary look to the
designs we are used to see in Alfonso Marina, even so we can find craftsmanship in all our striking pieces
made with techniques such as carvings, bone taracea, inlays, sgraffito, gold leaf and hand painted scenes.
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VANDOME SOFA & VANDOME CHAIR
Inspired by the French 50s era, it is highly geometric in shape, fully upholstered with a wooden base and
ornament on the arm giving the sofa a modern and elegant look.
BAC CHAIR
Inspired by Pierre Jeanneret style, a Geneva-born architect, Le Corbusier´s cousin and close collaborator. This
is a 40s Chair, the arms have the typical style of the Architect. It has a floated caned back to give a very casual
look.
VOLTAIRE CHAIR
Upholstered armchair inspired by the French 50's era, supported on a wooden base, cone-shaped legs with a
sphere at the end, the base can have different finishes depending on the look the customer prefers.
RODE CHAIR
Danish style armchair from the 1950´s, molded in wood, with upholstered seat and back. It is an armchair
with a very delicate style that can be used in any type of decoration.
BAVENT SIDE CHAIR
An Italian style from the 50´s with a more modern look, a very stylized and fine shape, the upholstery could
be made of fabric or leather.
LOKKEN SIDE CHAIR
Danish style chair with molded backrest and highly stylized arms, has a slim seat upholstered in leather to give
a very casual and modern look.
VALENCE COCKTAIL TABLE & VALENCE LAMP TABLE
Coffee table made with metal and stone, the corners have a rustic finish giving the look of a very worn metal,
the metal shelf also has with a rustic finish and has a marble top to give a contrast of materials.
MARSEILLE COCKTAIL TABLE
Coffee table with a rustic metal base, wooden top with molding to give the look of a stone finish. This table is
ideal to give a more casual character.
ORSAY COCKTAIL TABLE
This is a coffee table with marble top in the form of an artist´s painting palette, its wooden base has a very
rustic dark finish. Although the finish of this table is rustic, this table due to its very current design can be
placed in any type of decoration.

VIGNON LAMP TABLE
Danish style of the 1950´s with metal legs, top and wooden shelves with an open pore finish. Ideal for use as
side table or nightstand.
AMBROIX COCKTAIL TABLE
Inspired by the French 50´s, a lamp table with 4 legs metal base with Caryatids and a downward cone shape,
has a rustic marble top achieving a casual but elegant look which allows this table to go in all kinds of
decoration.
ASSON SMALL CHEST
This chest is a work of art, the decoration is made with a series of small individual pieces placed by hand,
creating a very special and unique texture, the door also has a brass strip which gives a very sophisticated
look to the chest together with the base of 4 blunt legs also made with brass.
CASTEIL CONSOLE (brass and iron)
Metal console with a very delicate and fine design. Its base can be made with iron in a very special finish or
brass, which together with the marble top manage to give a very elegant look. The cover can be in white or
black marble, depending on the look you want to give it.
BRETTE CONSOLE
Console inspired by 1960´s Italian furniture. A perfectly welded brass tube-based modules with a glass cover.
TARACEADO BAR CABINET
Cabinet inspired by the XVIIIth Century furniture. It has sgraffito bone decoration with geometric shapes and
it has a Wood decoration. The base is a more modern base with brass inlays and very stylized lines, managing
to make a contrast between the 2 styles but it perfectly combined.
SHEUNG WAN BAR CABINET
Inspired by the 50´s era in Japan. It is a Chinoiserie Cabinet with doors and drawers, with a hand-painted
exterior showing landscapes and decorative japanese scenes. It has metal hardware and the interior gallery
and base are decorated with gold leaf. The interior is adapted for a bar and has a marble top.
ROCHELLE DINING TABLE
Dining table with a staple base with ebony veneer and a metal strip to decorate it, the strip can be finished in
black metal or brass, the table top is made with ebony veneer in a star shape.
KAPELLE BED
The design of this bed is inspired by the Dutch mirrors from the XVIIIth Century with typical moldings of this
time, making the decoration of the moldings look very important. The proportion is adapted for spaces that
are used today. This bed can have the headboard upholstered or all with moldings and different heights are
offered for the mattress.
ABOUT THE BRAND
Alfonso Marina offers high-end furniture with the finest selection of materials and finishes, providing design and quality to those who
surround themselves with the best.
With over 40 years in the business, Alfonso Marina has influenced design trends by preserving the essence of creating timeless pieces of
the highest quality that are not limited to a particular period or style, being able to satisfy diverse tastes that work in current metropolitan
decorations and casual environments.
Alfonso Marina extension reaches the most demanding audiences around the world, remaining a proud Mexican brand.
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